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IT application leaders must evaluate social customer service applications
that go beyond reactive engagement to proactive customer services. These
enhance customer satisfaction, increase brand loyalty, and can make social
media an integral part of a multichannel customer engagement center
strategy.

Key Findings
■ Social customer service application providers concentrate in one or both of two functional

technology areas: external community software and social media engagement applications.

■ There is great parity in the social customer service space among the market leaders as noted in
this guide.

■ Differentiation often comes from breadth of the offering beyond social, as well as industry or
regional specialization.

■ The ease and depth of social customer service application integration with CRM applications is
an important evaluation criterion for IT leaders buying a social-media-only customer service
application.

Recommendations
IT application leaders should:

■ Evaluate the business processes and use cases that need to be supported by social customer
service applications critically, then determine whether your organization needs to invest in
external communities, social media engagement applications, or both.

■ Take an integrated approach toward your organization's holistic social strategy, determine how
social customer service can be a differentiator, and support other functions like marketing and
sales with real-time customer insights.
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■ Determine the social platforms and information sources with which your organization wants to
integrate, and evaluate social media engagement applications accordingly.

■ Look for vendors that have application integration experience with your CRM or legacy
customer service applications, and make social part of your multichannel customer engagement
center.

Strategic Planning Assumption
By 2019, requests for customer support through consumer mobile messaging apps will exceed
requests for customer support through traditional social media.

Market Definition
The social customer service market comprises applications that support social media as a
component of an overall customer service strategy.

Gartner classifies an application provider as a social customer service vendor if it supports
customer service in one or two specific types of function:

■ External communities: Often referred to as peer-to-peer communities, this software enables
customers and partners to blog, post, rate products/services, and construct ideas, as well as
support peer interactions and offer incentives for loyalty (see "Technology Overview for External
Community Software for CRM").

■ Social media engagement: Applications that go beyond just monitoring social media for brand
mentions; they're capable of responding to constituents on popular social networks (see "RFP
Toolkit: Social Media Engagement Applications for CRM Marketing or Customer Service") and
have case management.

Market Direction
The social customer service application market has demonstrated steady growth year on year.
Gartner estimates that the current market size of social customer service applications is nearly $512
million, which represents an 11% growth over last year. While this growth is not as extraordinary as
in years past, it does solidify social's position as a critical component of an overall customer
engagement center strategy. Gartner sees this growth underlined by the fact that social remains a
priority channel for customers to get the attention of organizations, with customer engagement with

brands on Twitter growing two-and-a-half times from 2013 through 2015.
1

As the use of customer engagement continues to rise on major social platforms, organizations are
looking to social customer engagement applications to meet rising demand for better response
times. Twitter says that nearly 70% of customers who were "extremely satisfied" with a customer

service interactions with a brand received responses in less than one hour.
1
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Outside of popular social media sites, organizations continue to use external community software to
provide support forums for customers either frustrated with the responses they get from traditional
email and phone channels, or looking for the convenience of a completely online experience.

Most recently, Gartner clients who have been responsible for social media engagement are
beginning to ask about social customer service applications that support consumer messaging
applications like Facebook Messenger, WhatsApp and WeChat. While WhatsApp doesn't currently
support commercial use of its application, Facebook Messenger, Kik, Line, WeChat and even Twitter
Direct Messages do.

We suspect that vendors will begin supporting these apps (if they haven't already), over the next
two years. We predict that, by 2019, requests for customer support through consumer mobile
messaging apps will exceed requests for customer support through traditional social media (see
"How Consumer Messaging Apps Are Being Used for CRM").

In 2016, we still see vendors primarily focusing on social customer service as most organizations
have yet to capitalize on consumer adoption of messaging applications. The functional features of
social customer engagement and external community applications is reaching a point of parity
among the most asked about competitors, and we suspect the introduction of new channel
coverage will be presented as a point of differentiation.

In 2016, the most asked about vendors in social customer service applications are:

■ Conversocial (engagement)

■ Jive (community)

■ Lithium (community and engagement)

■ Salesforce (community and engagement)

■ Sparkcentral (engagement)

■ Sprinklr (community and engagement)

These six vendors represent over 70% of the questions Gartner gets from clients about social
customer service. But these six vendors are not alone in this space.

A broad range of clients from various industries ask Gartner questions about social customer
service and in this research we have provided brief profiles on several of them including:

■ Brand Embassy (engagement)

■ Clarabridge (engagement)

■ Dimelo (community and engagement)

■ Five9 (engagement)

■ Genesys (engagement)
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■ HelpSocial (engagement)

■ Hootsuite (engagement)

■ Oracle (community and engagement)

■ RightAnswers (community)

■ Social Touch (engagement)

■ Verint (community)

■ Zendesk (community and engagement)

Market Analysis
This year's Market Guide provides a brief overview of vendors' positioning in the social customer
service market and answers to key client questions around:

■ Delivery model (see Table 1)

■ Breadth of application (see Table 2)

■ Geography specialization (see Table 3)

■ Industry specialization

■ Ecosystem

■ Pricing model

All of which are often criteria for immediately ruling a vendor in or out of consideration.

As an overall note on deployment model, prior to digging into vendor-specific analysis, IT leaders
should know that social customer service applications are almost always deployed in a SaaS
model.

The vendors providing exclusive on-premises applications are very limited (see Table 1).
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Table 1. Social Customer Service Application Delivery Models

Vendor On-Premises Cloud

Brand Embassy ✔

Clarabridge ✔

Conversocial ✔

Dimelo ✔

Five9 ✔

Genesys ✔ ✔

HelpSocial ✔

Hootsuite ✔

Jive ✔ ✔

Lithium ✔

Oracle ✔

Pegasystems ✔ ✔

RightAnswers ✔

Salesforce ✔

Social Touch ✔

Sparkcentral ✔

Sprinklr ✔

Verint ✔ ✔

Zendesk ✔
Source: Gartner (September 2016)

Client questions on the breadth of social applications have less to do with granular bits of
functionality, which, as previously noted, are very similar among top vendors. Instead, they focus on
what other things the vendor does to complement social customer service functionality.
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The vendors in this space can be grouped into three categories in regards to their offerings as noted
in Table 2.
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Table 2. Categories of Social or Customer Service Offering Breadth

What It Means Pros Cons Vendors

Multi-
chan-
nel

This is the CRM application provider,
the contact center infrastructure (CCI)
provider, or the voice of the customer
(VoC) provider that has acquired or
built social functionality to support
their multichannel customer engage-
ment application. There are not many
large players who have developed
above-average capabilities for social
customer service.

Gartner predicts this will be the appli-
cation model of the future. Social
won't be broken out as a separate ap-
plication, but incorporated into a cus-
tomer engagement center in years to
come. Ideally, multichannel vendors
create a single, shared, multichannel
customer record.

In the majority of cases, the social application that
has been most acquired or built is not fully inte-
grated with the rest of the multichannel suite.
Once-rapid innovation cycles of formerly small,
social-only players take a hit as organizations
merge and adjust their processes.

Clarabridge
Five9
Genesys
Oracle
Pegasystems
RightAnswers
Salesforce
Verint
Zendesk

Suite This is a social application vendor
that, through a series of acquisitions
or through research and development,
offers multiple components of func-
tional technology that supports social
for CRM.

This is a one-stop-shop for IT leaders
looking to make an investment with a
single social application provider. Ide-
ally, suites create a single, shared, so-
cial-only customer record.

While not always so, it is often the case that suite
vendors do a little bit of everything well, but at the
cost of usability and excellence in more than one
or two areas. These applications will also require
integration with legacy application providers,
which can be time-consuming and expensive.

Lithium
Social Touch
Sprinklr

Spe-
cialist

This is a social application provider
specializing in social customer serv-
ice.

All research, development and sup-
port goes into the development of a
very concentrated, best-of-breed ap-
plication supporting one or two func-
tional technology areas.

These applications will also require integration
with complementary social and legacy application
providers, which can be time-consuming and ex-
pensive. Business viability of vendors can be a
concern, because many are small vendors that
are ripe for acquisition and cannot budget for
marketing at the scale of the larger vendors.

Brand Embassy
Conversocial
Dimelo
HelpSocial
Hootsuite
Jive
Sparkcentral

Source: Gartner (September 2016)
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Client questions around geography specialization are typically in regards to language capabilities,
local social network capabilities, and often times a general preference for looking at local vendors.

Table 3 notes the geographic specialties of the representative vendors within this research.
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Table 3. Geographic Specialization

Vendor
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Brand Embassy ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔

Clarabridge ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔

Conversocial ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔

Dimelo ✔ ✔ ✔

Five9 ✔ ✔

Genesys Not disclosed

HelpSocial ✔

Hootsuite ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔

Jive ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔

Lithium ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔

Oracle ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔

Pegasystems ✔ ✔

RightAnswers ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔

Salesforce ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔

Social Touch ✔

Sparkcentral ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔

Sprinklr ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔

Verint ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔
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Vendor
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Zendesk ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔
Source: Gartner (September 2016)

While social customer service is highly saturated in the telecommunications, retail, travel and
hospitality verticals, there are several other industries where vendors have their greatest footprints
today (see Table 4).
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Table 4. Industry Traction

Vendor
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Brand Embassy ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔

Clarabridge ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔

Conversocial ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔

Dimelo ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔

Five9 ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔

Genesys ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔

HelpSocial ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔

Hootsuite ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔

Jive ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔

Lithium ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔

Oracle ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔

Pegasystems ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔

RightAnswers ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔

Salesforce ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔

Social Touch ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔

Sparkcentral ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔

Sprinklr ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔

Verint ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔

Zendesk ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔
Source: Gartner (September 2016)
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Representative Vendors
The vendors listed in this Market Guide do not imply an exhaustive list. This section is intended to
provide more understanding of the market and its offerings.

Brand Embassy

Products: Brand Embassy

Function: Social media engagement application

Brand Embassy is a specialty vendor offering a social customer engagement application designed
for the customer service use case. Brand Embassy's best traction to date has been in central
Europe where it was founded.

Brand Embassy has begun extending the reach of its application into the consumer messaging app
space with the ability to support popular social network messaging capabilities, namely Facebook
Messenger and Twitter Direct Message.

Key Facts:

■ Headquarters: London

■ Proven integrations: Genesys, Avaya, Salesforce, Oracle Siebel CRM

■ Key partners: Genesys, Avaya

■ Notable customers: T-Mobile, Vodafone, Samsung, Telefónica

■ Pricing: Per named user

Clarabridge

Products: CX Social

Function: Social media engagement application

Clarabridge is primarily known in the VoC and text analytics markets, but has a social customer
service offering in CX Social. While CX Social can be bought stand-alone as it derives from the
acquisition of a specialty vendor (Engagor), clients who use it more broadly will find the application
most differentiated through its analytics capabilities (available as part of a multichannel solution).

Clarabridge has also begun extending the reach of its application into the consumer messaging app
space with the ability to support popular social networks' messaging capabilities, namely Facebook
Messenger and Twitter Direct Message.

Key Facts:

■ Headquarters: Reston, VA, USA

■ Proven integrations: Salesforce, Desk.com, Zendesk, Astute Solutions, BMC, and Oracle
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■ Key partners: Accenture, Acumen Solutions, Capgemini, Cognizant, Convergys, Intuitive
Solutions, Microexcel, Obase, Pandera Systems, PwC, Systech Solutions USA, Teradata and
W20

■ Notable customers: Lufthansa, H.H. Gregg, Airbnb, T-Mobile

■ Pricing: Per named user, per monitored channel

Conversocial

Products: Conversocial, CROWDS

Function: Social media engagement application

Conversocial is a social media engagement application provider and was one of the earliest
specialists to enter the social customer service space. It has expanded its social media engagement
offering to include consumer messaging apps derived from popular social networks including
Facebook Messenger and Twitter Direct Message.

Conversocial also offers an advocacy-based social media engagement application called CROWDS
where customers can help one another over Twitter, as they receive Twitter notifications when peers
tweet at a particular brand or on a particular topic.

Key Facts:

■ Headquarters: New York and London

■ Proven integrations: Salesforce, Zendesk, 3CLogic, inContact, Oracle (RightNow),
Pegasystems

■ Key partners: Synthesio, Brandwatch, inSided, Percolate

■ Notable customers: Sprint, Hyatt, Tesco, Zalando

■ Pricing: Per named user

Dimelo

Products: Dimelo Social

Function: Community and social media engagement application

Dimelo began as a community application provider targeting customer service organizations, and
soon after expanded into the social media engagement space. The specialty vendor has achieved
its best traction in France.

Dimelo has taken a big step in the direction of supporting consumer messaging apps including
Facebook Messenger, Twitter Direct Message, Viber and WeChat.

Key Facts:
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■ Headquarters: Paris, France

■ Proven integrations: Salesforce, Microsoft Dynamics CRM

■ Key partners: Capgemini, Webhelp, Orange Business Services

■ Notable customers: Bouygues Telecom, Orange Egypt, Proximus, Axa

■ Pricing: Per concurrent access

Five9

Products: Five9 Social

Function: Social media engagement application

Five9 offers a social application designed to support its cloud-based contact center clients. The
majority of Five9 Social clients are using it as part of a multichannel customer service strategy.

As with other vendors in this report, Five9 has also begun extending the reach of its application into
the consumer messaging app space with the ability to support popular social networks' messaging
capabilities, namely Facebook Messenger and Twitter Direct Message.

Key Facts:

■ Headquarters: San Ramon, CA, USA

■ Key partners: PWC, Grupo-ITS, ICQ-24

■ Notable customers: Cox Communications, EGS/NCO Financial, Virgin Mobile Peru, High
Power Technical Services

■ Pricing: Per named user, per monitored channel

Genesys

Products: Genesys Social Engagement

Function: Social media engagement application

Genesys Social Engagement is primarily used by existing Genesys clients as part of a multichannel
contact center solution. In addition to covering traditional social networks, Genesys Social
Engagement is capable of enabling customer service over Facebook Messenger, Twitter Direct
Message and WeChat.

Key Facts:

■ Headquarters: Daly City, CA, USA

■ Notable customers: Akbank, Etisalat Group, Maxis, Vodacom

■ Pricing: Per user
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HelpSocial

Products: HelpSocial Web/Mobile Application, Social Integration Technology

Function: Social media engagement application

HelpSocial is a specialist social media vendor whose most commonly used as an API provider of
social customer service capabilities. Those capabilities are then embedded in CRM platforms and
contact center solutions like Genesys, Avaya and inContact.

Aside from traditional social networks, HelpSocial works with consumer messaging apps including
Facebook Messenger, Kik, Line, Twitter Direct Message and WeChat.

Key Facts:

■ Headquarters: San Antonio, Texas

■ Proven integrations: Salesforce, Zendesk 3CLogic inContact

■ Key partners: inContact, 3CLogic

■ Notable customers: inContact, 3CLogic, Rackspace, Jungle Disk

■ Pricing: Per named user

Hootsuite

Products: Hootsuite

Function: Social media engagement application

Hootsuite is a multipurpose social media engagement application that has primarily been used by
marketers but is also used for customer service use cases. Hootsuite provides out-of-the-box
integrations to major CRM providers and other social customer service tools, including Salesforce,
SugarCRM and Zendesk.

In addition to coverage of traditional social networks, Hootsuite allows clients to engage with
customers over consumer messaging apps including Facebook Messenger, Twitter Direct Message
and WeChat.

Key Facts:

■ Headquarters: Vancouver

■ Proven integrations: Zendesk, Microsoft Dynamics CRM, Salesforce, SugarCRM

■ Key partners: Proofpoint, Smarsh, Global Relay,

■ Notable customers: 1&1, MailChimp, Herschel Supply Co., University of Salford

■ Pricing: Per named user, Other — Insights: Per listening search stream
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Jive

Products: Jive-x

Function: External community software

Jive has been an external community leader for the past decade. Jive-x serves as a platform for
many large and small companies' support communities.

Key Facts:

■ Headquarters: Palo Alto, California

■ Proven integrations: Salesforce, Zendesk, ServiceNow, Marketo, Box, Egnyte, Cisco Unified
Contact Center Enterprise, Gmail, Google Analytics, Sysomos, Webtrends

■ Key partners: 7Summits, PwC, Social Edge, Open Broadcaster Software, T-Systems, Reingold,
Persistent, Infosys

■ Notable customers: Apple, Huawei, T-Mobile, Bank of America

■ Pricing: By human page views; additional functionality modules are an additional cost

Lithium

Products: Online Communities, Lithium Response

Function: External community software, social media engagement application

Lithium began as a community application provider and acquired its way into the social media
engagement space with the application now known as Lithium Response. While Lithium has
historically focused on supporting customer service use cases with its technology, it more recently
moved into the social media suite space with additional marketing use cases being offered.

As with the other products in this report, Lithium Response is beginning to offer support for
messaging apps including Facebook Messenger, Twitter Direct Message and WeChat.

Key Facts:

■ Headquarters: San Francisco

■ Proven integrations: Salesforce, Microsoft Dynamics CRM

■ Notable customers: Comcast, HP, Skype

■ Pricing: Platform fee plus human page views (Communities) or by seat (Lithium Response)

Oracle

Products: Oracle Social Relationship Management
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Function: Social media engagement application, external community software

Oracle offers Social Engagement and Monitoring (SEM) as part of its Social Relationship
Management (SRM) offering. It can be supported through integration with Oracle Service Cloud
allowing clients of both applications to look at social as part of a multichannel offering rather than in
isolation.

Oracle's SEM solution also supports consumer messaging apps including Facebook Messenger,
Line, Twitter Direct Message and WeChat.

Oracle Service Cloud Community Self Service is a blend between a traditional peer-to-peer support
community and a self-service portal. It's purchased as part of a multichannel customer service
solution.

Key Facts:

■ Headquarters: Redwood Shores, California

■ Proven integrations: Oracle Service Cloud, Oracle Marketing Cloud, Oracle Sales Cloud,
Oracle Siebel CRM and CRM On Demand (CRMOD)

■ Key partners: Twitter

■ Notable customers: General Motors, D+M Group, Cummins

■ Pricing: Per named user, Per monitored channel, Other — Also per data message

Pegasystems

Products: Pega CRM

Function: Social media engagement application

Pegasystems offers a social product as a part of its multichannel CRM platform and is suited for
those organizations who want to support social as a part of their multichannel CRM strategy.

Pegasystems can also support consumer messaging apps in Facebook Messenger and Twitter
Direct Message.

Key Facts:

■ Headquarters: Cambridge, MA, U.S.

■ Proven integrations: Pega CRM

■ Key partners: Accenture, Capgemini, Tata Consultancy Services (TCS), Atos

■ Notable customers: U.S. Bank, Transavia, AA (The Automobile Association)

■ Pricing: Per named user
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RightAnswers

Products: RightAnswers Self-Service and Community

Function: External community software

RightAnswers is primarily a vendor of knowledge management solutions and provides both external
community and customer self-service products. RightAnswers believes its unique offering is
leveraging the expertise of its clients' customer community to augment the product's knowledge
base, supporting customer community engagement and facilitating customer self-service.

Key Facts:

■ Headquarters: Edison, NJ, U.S.

■ Proven integrations: Salesforce, ServiceNow, NetSuite, LivePerson, Bomgar, Zendesk

■ Key partners: Genpact, Lockheed Martin, TCS, Wipro, HCL, Microsoft

■ Notable customers: Duke Energy, Paychex, SunTrust, University of Missouri

■ Pricing: Per named user, per page view

Salesforce

Products: Service Cloud, Social Studio, Community Cloud

Functions: Social media engagement application, external community software

Salesforce offers Social Studio, Service Cloud, and a combination of both solutions (packaged as
"Social Customer Care") to customers looking at social customer service in isolation or as part of a
multichannel solution, respectively.

Salesforce Community Cloud is the company's external community offering which integrates with
Salesforce Service Cloud and can be used in conjunction with the above Social Customer Care
offering.

Salesforce has also begun extending the reach of its application into the consumer messaging app
space with the ability to support popular social networks' messaging capabilities, namely Facebook
Messenger and Twitter Direct Message.

Key Facts:

■ Headquarters: San Francisco

■ Proven integrations: Salesforce

■ Key partners: Twitter Facebook Accenture, Deloitte, IBM (Bluewolf), and PwC

■ Notable customers: AT&T, HP Inc., KLM, Nestle
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■ Pricing: Per named user, per monitored channel, other — mentions (for broad listening) and
automation rules

Social Touch

Products: Social Touch

Function: Social media engagement application

Social Touch is the only vendor profiled in this report headquartered in China. The company's social
media engagement application supports WeChat and Sina Weibo as well as alternative channels like
SMS.

As with many of the social media application providers in China, Social Touch has a combined
agency and software model with a primary focus on digital marketing.

Key Facts:

■ Headquarters: Beijing, China

■ Proven integrations: avato, Xiaoshouyi

■ Key partners: Baidu Pot Bar, Boston Consulting Group, PwC, Taobao, Tencent, Weibo, Youku

■ Notable customers: Alcon, Insurance Corporation of British Columbia, Max Factor, Unilever

■ Pricing: By module per user

Sparkcentral

Products: Sparkcentral Customer Engagement Platform, Sparkcentral Secure Authentication,
Sparkcentral In-App Messaging, Sparkcentral Open CRM API

Function: Social media engagement application

Sparkcentral is a specialty vendor in the social customer service space seeking to expand beyond
social customer service into in-app messaging and consumer messaging app-based support.

Of the consumer messaging apps, Sparkcentral currently supports Facebook Messenger, Twitter
Direct Message and WeChat.

Key Facts:

■ Headquarters: San Francisco

■ Proven integrations: Salesforce

■ Key partners: NetBase, Nexmo, Twitter, Facebook, Genesys

■ Notable customers: Uber, Netflix, Delta, Nordstrom
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■ Pricing: Per named user, per monitored channel

Sprinklr

Products: Sprinklr Social Experience Cloud

Function: Social media engagement application, external community software

Sprinklr is a social media suite solution that offers an engagement application targeted at customer
service organizations as well as marketing organizations. As with other vendors in this research,
Sprinklr's social media engagement application also supports messaging apps including Facebook
Messenger, Line, Twitter Direct Message, and WeChat.

Sprinklr's external community functionality came through the acquisition of Get Satisfaction, which
had a legacy of serving small to midsize peer-to-peer communities.

Key Facts:

■ Headquarters: New York

■ Proven integrations: Salesforce, SugarCRM, Microsoft Dynamics CRM

■ Key partners: Samsung Electronics (AdGear), adjust (formerly adeven), Facebook (Atlas),
Unified (awe.sm), Bazaarvoice, Bitly, Oracle (BlueKai), BoardReader, Clarabridge, IBM
(Coremetrics), DataSift, Google (DoubleClick), GeoRiot, Getty Images, Giphy, Twitter (Gnip),
Google (goo.gl), Google Analytics, Tune (HasOffers), SAP Hybris, IBM Watson, Jive, Klout,
Kochava, Lithium, Marketo, MediaMath, Conversant (Mediaplex), Microsoft Azure Learning
Platform, Microsoft Dynamics, LexisNexis (Moreover), NewsCred, Adobe (Omniture), Oracle
RightNow, OpenCalais, Origami Logic, RadiumOne (Po.st), Salesforce, Shutterstock, Sitrion
(formerly NewsGator,) FullContact, Lithium, Moxie, Opal, Thismoment, Amazon Web Services,
Microsoft Azure, Elasticsearch, HP Cloud, Apache Kafka, MongoDB (formerly 10gen), Lexalytics
(Semantria), Apache Lucene (Solr)

■ Notable customers: Groupon, Starwood Hotels & Resorts Worldwide, Citi, McDonald's

■ Pricing: By user, with pricing variability by the number of modules being used

Verint

Products: Verint Telligent Community, Verint Social Engagement, Verint My;Time Mobile Messaging

Function: External community application, social media engagement application

Verint offers Telligent Community, a peer-to-peer support offering deriving from the Verint acquisition
of Telligent in 2015. Verint My:Time Mobile Messaging comes from the 2016 acquisition of Contact
Solutions. Verint Social Engagement is the company's social media engagement offering, which is
new as of this year.
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All products are most likely to be used with larger-scale Verint clients who use the vendor for
additional multichannel customer service applications. Verint Social Engagement and My:Time
Mobile Messaging can support Facebook Messenger and Twitter Direct Messages in addition to
traditional social networks.

Key Facts:

■ Headquarters: Melville, NY, U.S.

■ Notable customers: Dell, Sage, Rackspace, Olympus

■ Pricing: By user (My:Time Messaging), by page (Telligent Community) by page view (for SaaS
customers). Verint Social Engagement through a combination of data sources, number of
messages, and named users.

Zendesk

Products: Zendesk Message, Zendesk Support

Function: Social media engagement application

Zendesk is primarily used as a multichannel customer service application, a customer engagement
center, with some social customer service capabilities built in. Zendesk offers customers
capabilities to provide customer service over Facebook and Twitter as part of Zendesk Support.

As with others in the report, Zendesk offers a solution for customer service via messaging apps with
their Zendesk Message product. The messaging apps supported include Facebook Messenger,
Twitter Direct Message and WeChat.

Key Facts:

■ Headquarters: San Francisco, CA, USA

■ Key partners: Amazon, Facebook, Google, Twitter

■ Notable customers: Everlane, zulily, AllSaints, foodpanda

Market Recommendations
IT application leaders supporting social customer service must thoroughly evaluate their social
customer service strategy, related business processes and specific use cases in order to identify if
their organization requires both external community software and social engagement applications or
one of them. Accordingly, they can decide on which vendors to focus based on the types of
vendors listed in this Market Guide and the depth and breadth of their functionality.

Many organizations get distracted by the number of capabilities a vendor provides, across multiple
sets of social media use cases, and fail to home in on the right vendor for their needs. Use Gartner's
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RFP Toolkits to help in your search for the right vendor (see "RFP Toolkit: Social Media Engagement
Applications for CRM Marketing or Customer Service" and "RFP Toolkit: External Community
Software for CRM").

IT application leaders should also determine which applications to consider by keeping social as an
integral part of their multichannel customer engagement center. They must consider factors such as
integration with their existing CRM applications in order to deliver a seamless experience which can
provide a single view of the customer across all channels.

Finally, pay attention to pricing models and consider how the negotiation levers will affect your
organization, based on current state and projected growth. Different pricing models — per user, per
page view/volume, and others — will be favorable for different use cases (see "How to Anticipate
Social Analytics and External Community Application Costs Based on Volume").

Acronym Key and Glossary Terms

CRM customer relationship management

KPI key performance indicator

SaaS software as a service

VoC voice of the customer

Gartner Recommended Reading
Some documents may not be available as part of your current Gartner subscription.

"Magic Quadrant for the CRM Customer Engagement Center"

"Top Use Cases and Benefits of Social for CRM in 2016"

"Optimize the Role of Peer-to-Peer Communities in the Customer Journey"

"Eight High-Value CRM Projects for Great Customer Service Right Now"

"Seven Steps to Establish a Social Strategy for CRM"

"How to Anticipate Social Analytics and External Community Application Costs Based on Volume"

Evidence

1 Customer Services on Twitter (PDF)
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